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ABSTRACT This paper introduces a new spatial data resource for Internet geography. The idea is based
on merging two up-to-now unrelated fields—the real estate market and Internet networking. The huge real
estate market is present almost everywhere, and therefore, it is a valuable resource for trusted spatial data
when connected to cyber space. We describe a method that gains spatial data from the real estate market and
links this data to cyber space. We support the method by a real implementation. Based on the collected data,
we identified the geographical scope of a set of Web servers. The new data in cyber geography may help in
the Internet Web-related market competition.
INDEX TERMS Cyber geography, Internet, IP address, real estate market, Web.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper introduces a new spatial data resource for Internet
geography, also known as cyber geography. The data is available from the huge real estate market. There are extensive
lists of real estates on the Internet provided by national and
international real estate web portals. The geographical location is listed for each real estate available as it is the essential information for the potential buyers or renters. Further
description of real estates gives information about the related
estate agency. Based on our observations, there is a limited
distance between real estates and estate agencies.
The number of web servers related to estate agencies is
huge. The agencies are found in any larger populated place.
We empirically found that estate agencies are present in cities
with a population as low as 8,000. The real estate market
is also geographically distributed over all inhabited areas
as property trading happens globally. For example, there
are about 86,000 real estate agencies in the USA with over
five million homes sold each year. Particular statistical data
for selected countries is available at www.nar.realtor/fieldguides/field-guide-to-quick-real-estate-statistics.
Motivation for this paper is to introduce new spatial data for
cyber geography. We describe a method that gains spatial data
from the real estate market and links this data to cyber space.
The method consists of four procedures. We first describe
the procedures theoretically. Then we support the method by
its implementation on the real estate market in a country.
Based on the collected data, we identified the geographical
scope of a large set of web servers. The results indicate
an inefficient use of Internet resources. The new data in
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cyber geography may help in the Internet web-related market
competition.
The presented analysis particularly focuses on geographical distances between the real location of web servers and
their representative content. The role of distance in the
Internet has recently grown in its significance as this is one
of the factors that degrades networking performance and
wastes Internet resources [1]. As a consequence, the future
networking concept aims to limit the geographical distances
by moving the content closer to the location of users [2].
On the other hand, the current concept of Cloud computing
provides resources without primarily considering the proximity between content and users.
The paper is structured into seven sections: In Section II
we review related work dealing with geographical mapping
of Internet devices with a focus on web servers. Section III
highlights the problems that are addressed in this paper. The
idea of using the real estate market for cyber geography is
introduced in Section IV. The real implementation and related
notes are presented in Section V. Section VI describes the
spatial data obtained from the real estate market. A summary
of advantages and disadvantages of using the data for cyber
geography is given in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK

Research into cyber geography is mainly driven by a
demand for optimization of Internet resources, providing
better location-aware services, and gaining advantages in
market competition. Cyber geography studies the correlation
of various types of Internet devices and their real locations.
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Generally, Internet devices are located by their unique IP
addresses that are independent of their hardware and software
features.
There are several methods for geographical mapping of
Internet devices. The methods include analysis of information
from network registrars (such as ARIN and RIPE NCC) [3],
network data monitoring and analysis [4]–[7], detection of
Points of Presence [8], [9], and other combinations that use
population data and specific geographical regions [10], [11].
The methods differentiate in their accuracy and coverage.
The method presented in [5] works for Internet devices in
large cities (i.e. places with high population). The method
introduced in [4] works for Internet devices that respond to
communication latency measurements. A different method is
based on data collected from mobile devices that report their
geographical location (typically obtained from GPS, BTS or
WiFi triangulation). The reported location is linked to the
device public IP address. This method is applicable on mobile
devices only and is inaccurate when NAT (Network Address
Translation) is used [12].
Paper [13] studies mining the content of web servers for
geographical mapping. It describes a method consisting of
three parts. The most relevant part to this paper is the first
one that covers extraction of positioning information from
web pages of a server. The found location is assigned to
the server’s IP address. The position extraction algorithm is
based on regular expressions for pattern matching. The location information extracted is weighted and the weights are
assigned according to the relative position of the information
on a page. Based on the authors’ empirical observations, they
conclude that on Chinese web servers the correct information
is most likely situated at the bottom of a page. However,
in other countries the correct location may be placed elsewhere. The authors also exclude web servers that can not
be trusted for determining the location. They remove web
servers containing keywords, such as ‘blog, forum, bbs’.
They also remove pages with a large number of positioning
information. They assume that the IP addresses in blocks
of /24 network size are close to each other (i.e. in one city and
very unlikely to be in a different city). Also, the web hosting
related to this paper is studied in [13]. When a web server
is not presented locally at the company, the location obtained
does not correspond with its true location. A single IP address
is typically used for a number of hosted web servers and their

domains. The authors detect a web hosting by checking the
number of domain names for IP addresses.
Paper [14] introduces a three-tier methodology for IP
geolocation in large cities. The authors base their methodology on two observations i) a considerable number of companies run their web servers locally and ii) relative network
delay heavily correlates with geographical distances. The
relevant information to this paper is that they get a list of
the web servers by querying a mapping service. They specify
the required area and the keywords, such as ‘business or
university’. The locations are taken from the results returned
from the mapping service. The authors also focus on the web
hosting problem. They access the webs twice using its domain
name and IP address. If the content or just page heads/titles
are the same for both accesses, they assume that the web
server is not hosted.
III. PROBLEMS ADDRESSED

In this paper, we address these general problems from related
work where the geographical locations are derived from the
content of web pages:
i) When positioning information is found on the pages
of a web server (or even on a single page), this location
might be or might not be the true location of the web
server.
ii) When more than one positioning information is found
on the pages of a web server, there is an uncertainty which
one should be used as the location of the web server. The first
or last information on a page or their weighted combination is
used. Again this location might be or might not be the location
of the web server.
iii) When there is no positioning information on the
pages of a specific web server, its location can not be
determined.
IV. SPATIAL DATA FROM REAL ESTATE MARKET
FOR CYBER GEOGRAPHY

This section describes the use of spatial data. The whole
method consists of four procedures: i) crawling, ii) grouping,
iii) geography, and iv) analysis. The overview of the procedures is shown in Fig. 1. We describe them theoretically first.
A real implementation of the procedures is described in the
next section.

FIGURE 1. Spatial data from real estate market for cyber geography.
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A. CRAWLING

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND REAL-CASE DATA

The Internet is web-crawled for real estate data. There are
huge web portals with extensive lists of real estates distributed
worldwide or within specific countries. A first-level crawling
identifies the web portals with lists of real estates. Within
the domain of the found web portals, a second-level crawling
identifies the particular real estates. Each real estate is lookedup for its title, postal address (geographical location) and
URLs in its content. The output of the crawling procedure
is a collection of web portals, real estates, postal addresses,
and URLs.

In this section, we describe the implementation of using
spatial data from the real estate market for cyber geography. The implementation is divided according to the
method procedures as defined in the previous section.
Results from the Analysis procedure are presented separately
in Section VI.
The Crawling procedure is implemented by a first-level
crawling of the web for general URL links and analysing the
content of found web pages. A real estate web portal is identified by looking for specific keywords, such as ‘real, estate,
property, sale, price, flat, house’. Worldwide or national real
estate portals may be found. An example of a worldwide
portal is www.realtor.com and national www.zoopla.co.uk.
When a real estate portal is found, its web pages are secondlevel crawled to find the real estates advertised. These pages
are analysed for specific keywords, such as ‘reality, price,
sale, $, USD, Euro, e, area’. To help the identification of
real estates, a specific portal sub-domain may be identified. Examples of such specific sub-domains are ‘../property/,
../for-sale/.., ../buy/.., ../realestateandhomes/..’. We used the
Selenium webdriver for the web crawling and the Python
BeautifulSoup module for HTML data extraction. For each
real estate found, its postal address and URLs on the page are
extracted. The postal address is detected from the real estate
title as the first text that can be geocoded to geographical
coordinates. We used the Python Geopy module for geocoding of postal addresses.
Fig. 2 shows an example of a real estate found with the
postal address highlighted that can be geocoded to geographical coordinates. The URLs are extracted from the whole
content of a real estate page. Fig. 3 shows an example of the
same real estate with a found URL highlighted. The found
real estates, their portal domain, postal addresses, and URLs
are stored in a database.

B. GROUPING

The crawled real estates are grouped into sets according to
the same found URLs in their content. A real estate agency
web server is identified for each group by the same shared
URL link. Such a URL can be placed anywhere on the page
of a real estate and its specific location does not need to be
known. The output of the grouping procedure is a collection
of web servers. The postal addresses of real estates in each
identified set are associated with the web server found for
this set.
C. GEOGRAPHY

This procedure covers the geographical aspects. Four main
aspects are considered: i) By a known list of postal addresses
for each identified set from the grouping procedure (i.e.
geographical locations representing the content of a web
server) the web-content projected area is derived for each
web server. This area is defined as a convex hull around
the peripheral real estate locations. ii) The defined convex
hull does not delimit the whole web-content projected area
as only the current real estates are included at the time of
crawling. Another extended area is therefore used to correctly
identify the whole web-content area. This area is derived
as an extension of the convex hull by a given algorithm,
depending on the implementation. iii) The real location of a
web server is derived depending on the web hosting status.
iv) The identified location of a web server is geographically
mapped to its web-content projected area.
D. ANALYSIS

This part covers processing of the spatial data gained from the
previous procedure. We demonstrate the use of the data by an
analysis of the current status of web hosting and its effect on
cyber geography. The result is a study of distances that are
outside the web-content projected area. Such geographical
distributions have a negative impact on networking performance and Internet market competition, as we discuss later.
The procedures may be repeated to reflect the changes
in the real estate market and web server locations. Regarding
the real estates, the changes are mainly due to new estates on
the market. For the web servers, changes in allocation of IP
addresses and in web server hosting are the main concerns for
updates.
25752

FIGURE 2. Address of real estate.

The Grouping procedure is implemented by grouping the
found real estates into sets based on the same URLs links
in their pages. The specific position of the grouping URL
link on a page may vary due to different formats used (in
the previous example it is at the bottom of the page). Each
URL link is verified to be a valid link to a web server. The
URL links shared by all the real estates within the same portal
domain are excluded as they might be misinterpreted as being
VOLUME 5, 2017
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FIGURE 3. Shared URL link to web server; position may vary due to
different page format.

valid links, yet are most likely advertisements. Also, some
real estate agencies ‘re-take’ real estates from other agencies.
Both cases would result in a very large number of wrong
URL links in an identified set. We empirically found a limit
of 500 shared URLs to correctly identify valid links to web
servers. The postal address of a real estate agency may also
be presented on a page. This address is found as the shared
address in all the pages within an identified agency set.
The Geography procedure is implemented by association
of the real estate postal addresses with the identified web
servers. The addresses are geocoded into latitude and longitude. Various free geocoding services may be used for
this purpose, such as those provided by the Python Geopy
package that we used in the implementation. We specifically
used the free OpenStreetMap Nominatim wiki.
openstreetmap.org/wiki/Nominatim. The free geocoding
providers limit the number of requests per time unit.
The commercial providers extend these limits, such
as Google geocoding API developers.google.com/maps/
documentation/geocoding/usage-limits.
Fig. 4 shows geocoded postal addresses of the crawled real
estates for an identified set. The dots show their locations.
A convex hull is created around the found peripheral locations. We used the Python Geopandas module for this
geographical-related data processing (and the other following). The area centroid is calculated and it is shown as a dark
sign. The found address of the real estate agency is shown as
a bright sign. The figure shows that the most real estates are
within a small proximity of the agency location (bright sign).
This demonstrates that the real estate agencies advertise their
estates within a short distance due to their practical logistics.
The convex hull does not delimit the whole web-content
projected area as only the current real estates at the time
of crawling are included. In order to define the whole webcontent area, we extend the convex hull by a bounding box
given by the greatest distance from minimal or maximal x,y
values to the area centroid. By this value, the radius of a circle
is given that defines the extended area. Fig. 5 shows such an
area for the same set of real estates as in the previous example.
The next part of the geography procedure deals with the
location of web servers found for each set of real estates.
We differentiate two options – whether the server is hosted or
not. Identification of a web server hosting is not straightforward. We therefore combine four partial tests in our implementation: i) ‘Reverse domain lookup’, ii) ‘Known hosting
VOLUME 5, 2017

FIGURE 4. Example of crawled real estate data. Dots are geocoded postal
addresses of real estates within identified set; area centroid (dark sign)
and found address of real estate agency (bright sign) are also shown.

FIGURE 5. Example of extended projected area (circle). Location of web
server and its relation to area centroid is shown.

provider’, iii) ‘Domain holder and network name’, and
iv) ‘Contact email’. We consider a web server being hosted
by default and the particular tests have to prove the opposite.
Ad i) The test ‘Reverse domain lookup’ compares the web
server domain name and the domain name of IP address of
the same web server. The reverse lookup is based on the
PTR DNS record (pointer to canonical name) that maps IP
address to host name. PTR records are maintained by ISPs
or organizations with own IP address space. For not-hosted
25753
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servers, it is common that their IP address has the PTR record
set to their domain name. Such configuration is used for mail
servers as many mail agents require the mail source IP address
to be resolved to a domain name and this domain name to be
resolved to the same IP address. If this is true, the web server
is not probably hosted. Fig. 6 shows an example for a web
server from our crawled data – www.slunecnireality.cz with
IP address 94.177.163.27. The test result is that the server is
not hosted as the domain name is the same as the name from
the reverse IP address lookup.

FIGURE 6. Reverse domain lookup test.

Ad ii) The test ‘Known hosting provider’ is based on
the known IP address ranges of web hosting providers. If
the IP address of a web server falls in such known range,
the web server is very likely to be hosted. For the same
example – www.slunecnireality.cz with IP address
94.177.163.27 – the IP address falls into such a range of IP
addresses (94.177.163.0 – 94.177.163.255) of a known web
hosting provider. The page www.aruba.it indicates that such
IP address range belongs to a web hosting company Aruba
S.p.A.y. Fig. 7 demonstrates this test with a result that the
web server is hosted.

FIGURE 7. Known hosting provider test.

Ad iii) The test ‘Domain holder and network name’ is
based on the similarity of the organization name specified
in the regional registries (domain holder) and the name of
the network. If these two names are similar, the web server
is likely not to be hosted. The names most probably will
never be exactly the same. The reason is that company names
typically include a suffix specifying the company type, such
as Aruba ‘S.p.A.’. On the other hand, the network name
may also include a prefix or suffix, such as ARUBA-‘NET’.
To exclude suffixed and prefixes in the names, we evaluate the similarity of the names and not the precise match.
Fig. 8 shows the test for www.slunecnireality.cz. The domain
name holder specified by the regional registrar RIPE NCC is
‘4DEVELOPMENT’. The network name for the IP address
25754

FIGURE 8. Domain holder name and network name test.

of the web server is ‘ARUBA-NET’. This test indicates that
the web server is hosted.
Ad iv) The fourth test ‘Contact email’ explores the email
address found in the registrar database for a domain. This
email is typically a contact to the network administrator. If the
domain part of the email address is the same as the domain
of the web server investigated, the server is likely not to
be hosted. Fig. 9 shows a test example for the web server
www.slunecnireality.cz. This test shows that the web server
is hosted as the contact email is different to the domain name
of the web server.

FIGURE 9. Contact email test.
TABLE 1. Test results for www.slunecnireality.cz.

Table 1 summarizes the results for the example web server
www.slunecnireality.cz as being hosted. Our data shows that
the vast majority of web servers are hosted when the real
estate market is considered (details are given in Section VI).
Therefore, the real location of the web servers have to be
considered for valid spatial data. We implemented this by the
use of geolocation databases. These databases form blocks
of consequent IP addresses and a geographical location is
assigned with each block. These locations are obtained from
various sources, such as from mobile devices with GPS,
network communication analysis, or web crawling. We particularly used the MaxMind GeoIP2 database to locate the
web servers by their IP addresses. For fast processing we used
the database locally with API provided by the Python geoip2
module.
Fig. 10 shows the location result for the example web
server www.slunecnireality.cz. The figure particularly shows
the convex hull created from the real estates found for this
web server, the extended web-content projected area, and
VOLUME 5, 2017
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TABLE 2. Collected spatial data from real estate market.

FIGURE 10. Example results for www.slunecnireality.cz – web-content
projected area (polygon), extended web-content projected area (circle),
found location of hosted web server, and distances to web server from
area centroid and border of extended projected area.

the found server location (in Italy). The server is outside
the extended area with the total distance from the centroid
of 757 km and the over-distance from the area border of
684 km. We give a complex analysis of these geographical
distributions in the following section.

hosted. We obtained that only 2 % of the web servers were
not-hosted. If we compare this data with other published
numbers, we got a quite strict number. The statistical data
provided by a national top-level domain name registrar [17]
shows that the number of web servers definitely not-hosted
has been fluctuating around 5 % in the last seven years. This
number is given by inspecting the web server IP addresses
against the RIPE NCC WHOIS database. The known IP
address ranges of the hosting providers are also included in
these statistics. ‘Hosting and Cloud Study 2015’ [18] presents
a survey of about 1,500 organizations. 39 % respondents dedicate a significant portion of the application hosting spending
for e-commerce website hosting and advanced functionality.
The large difference between these numbers may be given by
inclusion of different types of companies in the statistics. The
large companies prefer to run their own web servers and carry
out their own technical and administrative work. However,
generally smaller companies, such as real estate agencies,
prefer to outsource the technical and administrative work by
having web servers hosted.
As the result of the cyber geography procedure, we
obtained around 1,700 valid web-content projected areas.
Each area was specified as the convex hull created from the
found locations of real estates for a web server. The extended
web-content area was created by the bounding boxes. The
area-related details are shown in Table 3. The corresponding
cumulative probability for the whole range of values is shown
in Fig. 12.
TABLE 3. Results for 1,733 web-content projected areas.

VI. RESULTS

This section presents an application of data from the real
estate market. Web-content geographical proximity is analysed and related to the real location of web servers. Such
knowledge may be generally used for improving the hosting
decisions [15] and study of the parts that contribute to Internet
communication latency with the focus on its reduction [16].
The data comes from the method introduced in Section IV
with the implementation described in Section V.
By the web-crawling procedure, we obtained more than
66,000 real estates in a country. The number of cities included
in the data was around 600. The detailed numbers are given
in Table 2. Fig. 11 shows the geographical distribution of the
collected real estates.
By the grouping procedure, we obtained around 2,000 valid
web servers with identified sets of real estates. The hosting
test of the web servers showed that they are very commonly
VOLUME 5, 2017

In the analysis procedure, these particular geographical
aspects were evaluated: i) distance from the web-content area
centroid to agency location, ii) distance from the web-content
area centroid to extended area border, and ii) distance from
the web-content area centroid to the real location of web
server. The results are shown in Table 4. The first value
of 38 km shows that real estate agencies tend to advertise
real estates with a small proximity to the location of their
office. The reason may be seen in the agent practical travel.
It also proves that the content of their web servers has a local
significance. Next value is the distance difference between
‘area centroid and web server’ and ‘extended area border
and web server’. Values of 85 and 611 km respectively show
25755
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FIGURE 11. Geographical distribution of collected real estate market; about 66,000 real estates.

TABLE 4. Area analysis results.

FIGURE 12. Web-content projected area of web servers.

that there are significant over-distances (outside the extended
area) to web servers. An example of such an over-distance
(684 km) is shown in Fig. 10. On the other hand, some web
servers are located within the extended area as shown in
Fig. 5. However, as the difference of the values indicates,
the average over-distance of 994 km is significant. The large
over-distances from some web servers to their representative
content are shown in Fig. 13.
The numbers shown in Fig. 14 indicate an inefficient use of
Internet resources by generating load on intermediate devices
25756

and bandwidth depletion. We particularly focused on communication latency as it is one of the most important aspects of
network communication that drives today’s Internet research.
Some studies have found a significant relation between communication latency and revenue of companies. For example,
Microsoft and Google experimented with injecting additional
latency before returning web pages from their servers to the
customers. As a result, there were losses in the advertising
revenue and the number of searches. When the injected delay
was removed, the original numbers returned [16]. For companies offering goods and services on the web, a communication
latency difference may play a role in the market competition.
Work [19] analysised the partial Internet latency sources. The
experiments with accessing the web servers showed that the
median speed for fetching the web pages was c/32. To relate
the results, we use the corresponding value of 10 km/ms.
The average over-distance of 1000 km means that about
VOLUME 5, 2017
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FIGURE 13. Global picture of web server location with large over-distances from their content-projected area.

•

such Google geocoding API developers.google.com/
maps/documentation/geocoding/usage-limits, ArcGis
Esri World Geocoding Service API developers.arcgis.
com/features/geocoding/.
It takes a long time to crawl the web for real estates due
to the common use of JavaScript for these web sites. The
web driver needs to download the whole page for further
processing.

VIII. CONCLUSION

FIGURE 14. Geographical distances derived from web-content projected
areas. Over-distance (bold) mean waste of Internet resources and
additional delay.

The paper was to introduce a new source of spatial data for
cyber geography. The real estate market is huge, worldwide,
and the spatial data can be fairly trusted as the location is
essential for each real estate.
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